Minutes of
"GREEN PLAIN MONTHLY MEETING OF FRIENDS"
8th. month, 1821 to 1st. month 1829.

Part of the committee appointed to attend the opening of a Monthly Meeting at Green Plain attended thereto, and produced a copy of a minute for that purpose from Miami Quarterly Meeting dated the 11th. of 8th. month 1821, which being read, Green Plain Monthly Meeting was accordingly opened on the 22nd. of the 9th. month 1821.

Samuel Sleeper, Elijah Anderson, and John Wildman are appointed to propose two friends to serve this Meeting as Clerk and Assistant and report to next Meeting.

Thomas Ellis and Joshua Engle are appointed to provide books and record at the expense of the Monthly Meeting, and produce them at next meeting. Christopher Terrel and Elizabeth Schooly informed this meeting in writing of their intention of marriage with each other, he being a member of another Monthly Meeting. His certificate will be accepted at our next meeting. William Willis, John Wildman, and Charles Paist are appointed to propose two suitable friends to serve this meeting as Overseers, and report to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 20th. of 10th. month, 1821. The committee appointed to propose friends to serve as Clerk and Assistant, report they attended thereto and agreed to propose Richard Wright as Clerk, and Charles Paist as Assistant, to which this meeting unites and appoints then thereto. The committee appointed to provide books of record are continued.

A certificate was produced for Cicily Schooly and the two minor sons, Samuel and Mehlon from Miami Monthly Meeting, dated 26th. of 9th. month 1821, which was read and accepted. Also one was produced from the same place and same date for Elizabeth Schooly which was read and accepted. Christopher Terrell, and Elizabeth Schooly appeared at this meeting and informed they still continued their
intention of marriage with each other, and he having produced a certificate from Fairfield Monthly Meeting, dated 29th. of 9th. month, 1821, certifying his clearness to proceed therein they are therefore left at liberty to accomplish the same according to our discipline. Thomas Ellis and Seth Smith are appointed to attend the marriage, see that good order is observed, and produce the certificate for record.

The Committee appointed to propose friends to serve as Overseers report they attended thereto, and agreed to propose Thomas Ellis, and Richard Wright, with which this meeting unites and appoints them thereto.

William Willis, Matthias Crispin, Samuel Sleeper, Eber Woolman, Elijah Anderson, and Richard Wright are appointed to confer with friends from Ceasars Creek Monthly Meeting, concerning the maintenance of Sarah Miller, and report to the next or future meeting.

Jackson Allen, Matthias Crispin, Joshua Engle, and Charles Poist are appointed to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting and return what may be given them in charge to our next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 17th. of 11th. month 1821.

Edward Bond produced a certificate for himself and Mary his wife from Lees Creek Monthly Meeting held the 21th. of 7th. month 1821, with an endorsement from Ceasars Creek Monthly Meeting held the 26th. of 10th. month 1821, which was read and accepted.

The committee appointed to provide books of record report they have attended thereto.

The committee appointed to attend the marriage of Christopher Terrell and Elizabeth Schools report it was orderly accomplished, and produced the certificate.

Charles Sleeper is appointed to record marriage certificates, also births, and deaths.

Peter Williams is appointed to record certificates of removal.
The committee appointed to confer with friends from Ceasars Creek on Sarah Miller report that after a free interchange of sentiment it appeared that her maintenance devolves on Ceasars Creek Monthly Meeting.

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting are continued to report to next meeting.

Green Klein Monthly Meeting held the 22nd. of 12 month, 1821.

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended except one, who sent a reason for his absence, they also produced twelve copies of the Discipline of the Discipline, which are directed to be distributed amongst the members of this meeting.

The extracts of our last Yearly Meeting were received and read, and the weighty matter therein contained duly deliberated on, and agreeably to the direction thereof, Elijah Anderson, Eber Woolman, and Matthias Crispin are appointed to extend some care respecting the unnecessary use of spirituous liquors. Joshua Angle and William Willis are appointed to extend care when it is necessary toward keeping all our meetings for discipline select.

The women's meeting produced an offering for Rebecca Woolman formerly Allen, which was read and accepted.

Jeptha Johnston is appointed treasurer.

Seth Smith, John Children, and Peter Williams are appointed to inspect into the necessities of the poor belonging to the meeting, and assist them when it is necessary at the expense of the Monthly Meeting.

Green Klein Monthly Meeting held the 19th. of 1st. month 1822.

The first, second, and ninth queries were read in this meeting, and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to the ensuing quarterly meeting.

Matthias Crispin, William Willis, Eber Woolman, and Richard Wright are appointed to attend therewith and return what may be given them in charge.
The preparative meeting informed that John Warner is charged with being guilty of fornication. Elijah Anderson, Benjaman Bond, Eber Woolman, and William Willis are appointed to investigate the charge and if needful treat with him for the same, and report their judgement of his case to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 16th. of 2nd. month 1822.

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended, and produced an apportionment from the Quarter which is 4-3/4 cents to the dollar for this meeting, which is directed to the attention thereof, and given to the treasurer.

The committee appointed in the case of John Warner report they have attended thereto, and believe the charge substantiated, and that they did not think him in a suitable disposition of mind to make satisfaction, therefore William and William Willis are appointed to prepare a testification against him, inform him thereof and produce it to next meeting.

The subject of a division of the Quarterly Meeting claiming the attention of this meeting it appeared to be the sense thereof to appoint a committee to visit Darby Creek Monthly Meeting, and confer with friends of that meeting respecting it, also with Allen Creek in the same way if they should think proper, consider the propriety of joining with them, and report their prospects to next meeting to which service the following friends are appointed: William Willis, Richard Wright, Elijah Anderson, John Silcox, Charles Faust, Eber Woolman, Benjamin Bond. Joshua Drake, the clerk is directed to furnish them with a copy of this minute.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 23rd. of 3rd. month 1822.

Our esteemed Friend Valentine Kelder attended this meeting, with a certificate from Ferrisburg Monthly
Meeting Addison County, Vermont, dated 31st. of 10 month 1821, endorsed by Ferrisburg Quarterly Meeting, dated 8th. of 11 month 1821, whose company and gospel labours were acceptable. Also his companion Joseph Rodgers acceptable attended the meeting, with a copy of a minute from the same Monthly Meeting, same date, the clerk is directed to furnish them with copies of the above minute.

The friends appointed to prepare a testification against John Warner produced one to this meeting, which was approved and signed. Matthias Crispin and Joshua Engle are appointed to offer him a copy thereof, inform him of his privilege of appeal, and report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to visit Darby and Allen Creek Monthly Meetings report they feel willing to unite with them, when it is thought the right time has come for a division of the Quarterly Meeting to take place, which is united with the meeting.

Seth Smith, Elijah Anderson, and Joshua Engle are appointed to attend at the funeral of our members and see that they are conducted agreeable to our discipline.

Agreeably to direction of Miami Quarterly Meeting, we appointed our next meeting to be held the 23rd. day of next month in order to suit the arrangement of a committee from Quarterly Meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held by appointment the 23rd. of 8th. month, 1822.

The first, second, and ninth queries were read, and answers agreed on to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting, William Willis, John Wildman, Seth Smith, and Elijah Anderson are appointed to attend therewith and return what may be given them in charge.

The friends appointed in John Warner case report they have complied with their appointment.

The women's meeting informs, they feel Susanna Anderson should be received into membership with friends, with which this meeting unites and receive her.
Our esteemed friend Patience Sleeper informed this meeting that she has had a concern on her mind for some time past, to visit some who have been disunited from us, also some who appear inclined other ways; and to have some meetings amongst other societies; with which this meeting unites, and leaves her at liberty to pursue her prospects as the way may open.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 18th. of 5th. month 1822.

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended, and produced a copy of an Epistle from the Yearly Meeting in London, which was read in this meeting.

The women's meeting request assistance of this in a case of difficulty. Benjamin Bond, William Willis and Richard Wright are appointed to attend thereto.

The women meeting informs that Amy Allen (wife of Solomon Allen) requests for herself and her two minor children, namely Emily and Cyrus Allen, to come under the care of friends, Charles Paist, Elijah Anderson are appointed to unite with women friends in paying her a visit and report to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held 22th. of 6th. month, 1822.

A certificate was produced to this meeting from Cananda Creek Monthly Meeting dated 26th. of 4th. month 1822 for Cephas Atkinson and Abigail his wife, and their two minor children, Isaac and Levi Atkinson. which was read and accepted.

A certificate was produced to this meeting from Lime Monthly Meeting dated 27th. of 2nd. month 1822, for Sarah Baker and two minor children, namely Ereton and William Baker, which was read and accepted. Certificates were also received from Mary Baker which were read and accepted.
Thomas Littler requests a certificate to Hopewell Monthly Meeting (Virginia) in order to accomplish marriage with Mary Ridgeway, a member of that meeting. William Beauchamp and Richard Wright are appointed to make the necessary enquiry, and if no obstruction appear, produce one to next meeting.

The preparative meeting informs that Solomon Allen requests to be reinstated into membership with friends. Joshua Engle and Samuel Sleeper are appointed to visit him on the occasion and report their sense of his case to next meeting.

The committee appointed to assist the women are continued.

The committee in the case of Amy Allen and Children report they attended thereto and are free to receive them into membership with friends, with which the meeting united and received them.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held 20th. of 7th. month, 1822.

The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for Thomas Littler produced one which was approved and signed.

The queries were read in this meeting, and answers agreed on to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting, Samuel Sleeper, William Beauchamp, Jeptha Johnson are appointed to attend therewith, and report to next meeting. The friends appointed in Solomon Allen case report they are free. He should be reinstated, with which the meeting united, and appointed Richard Wright and Jeptha Johnson to write to Cæsar Ceruck Monthly Meeting respecting their approbation in his case.

The preparative meeting informs that Obadiah Johnson has neglected the attendance of friends meeting, and joins another society, and he being a member of Fairfield Monthly Meeting, William Willis, and Samuel Sleeper are appointed to write to that meeting in his case.

The committee appointed to assist the women report their appointment answered.
Peter Williams and Joshua Engle are appointed to prepare a testification against Rosanna Jessup and produce it to next meeting.

Our quota of the Yearly Meeting stock is $1.75 which the treasurer is directed to forward to the Quarterly Meeting.

The friends appointed in the 12th. month last in the case of spiritous liquors, report they have attended thereto to satisfaction, and believe that our testimony on this subject is gaining ground amongst us.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 24th. of 8th. month, 1822.

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly report they all attended.

The friends in Solomon Allen case report it is complied with.

The friends in Obdiah Johnson case report it is complied with.

The friends appointed to prepare a testification against Rosanna Jessup produced one which was approved, and signed and referred to the woman for further care.

The preparative meeting informs that Cyrus Farr and Elizabeth, his wife, request for themselves and their six children (namely) James, Gibson, Isaac, Cyrus-Franklin, Angelina, Mary-Jane, and Elizabeth Farr, to be joined in membership with friends. William Beauchamp, William Willis, and Elijah Anderson are appointed to unite with women friends in visiting them on the occasion and report their judgment to next meeting.

This meeting was informed that John Wildman and Margaret Fox intend marriage with each other, Samuel Sleeper and Joshua Engle are appointed to make the necessary enquiry in his case and report to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 21st. of 9th. month, 1822.
This meeting received a few lines from Ceasars Creek Monthly Meeting informing they are free. Solomon Allen should be received this meeting therefore receives him.

Fairfield Monthly Meeting requests this to treat with Obadiah Johnson. William Ellis, and William Beaucamp are appointed to visit him and report their judgment to next meeting.

Part of the committee appointed on Cyrus Farr and wife's request report they have attended thereeto, and are free. They with their six children before named should be received, with which this meeting unites and receives them. John Wildman, and Benjamin Bond are appointed to inform him the judgment of this meeting.

The friends appointed in John Wildman's case report no obstruction. This meeting is united with women friends in receiving Maria Farr into membership.

John Wildman and Margaret Fox appeared in this meeting and informed they continued their intention of marriage with each other, no obstruction appearing, they are left at liberty to accomplish the same according to our discipline. William Beaucamp and Samuel Sleeper are appointed to attend the marriage, and produce the certificate for record.

A certificate was received from New Garden Monthly Meeting dated 9th. of 5th. month, 122, for Igal Beason and Margaret his wife and their son Amaziah which was read and accepted.

Richard Wright requests to be released from serving this meeting as Clerk. When Soileman, Seth Smith, and William Beaucamp are appointed to propose a friend to next meeting to serve in his place.

Green Blain Monthly Meeting held the 19th. of 10th. month 1832.

The committee appointed in Obadiah Johnson's case report they have attended thereeto in part but not being ready to make a full report they are continued.
The committee in Cyrus Farr's case report, it is
complied with.

The committee appointed to attend the marriage of
John Wildman and Margaret Fox, report it was orderly
accomplished and produced the certificate.

The committee appointed to propose a clerk, agreed
to propose Charles Paist, to serve this meeting in the
place of Richard Wright, with which the meeting united
and appoints him thereto.

The preparative meeting informs, that Robert Clark
requests to be joined in membership with friends, Elijah
Anderson, John Wildman, and William Ellis are appointed to
visit him and report their judgment to next meeting.
William Vickers requests to be reinstated amongst friends.
William Willis, Peter Williams, and Samuel Sleeper are
appointed to pay him a visit on the occasion and report
their sense of his case to next meeting.

Joshua Engle and Benjamin Bond are appointed to pro-
nose an assistant clerk. William Willis, Eber Woolman,
Elijah Willis, and Richard Wright are appointed to attend
the Quarterly Meeting and return what may be given them
in charge to our next meeting.

Our friend Patience Sleeper informed this meeting
that she has accomplished her visit to disowned persons
to a good degree of satisfaction.

Our friend Patience Sleeper a minister in unity with
us, laid before this meeting a concern that had for some
considerable time attended her mind, to have a meeting at
the Gallimore settlement and visit the families there, to
visit all the meetings belonging to Fairfield Quarterly
Meeting, and the families of Fairfield Monthly Meeting,
and others if way should open, with which this meeting
unites and leaves her at liberty to pursue her prospects
as truth may open the way. Our friend William Willis ex-
pressed a freedom to accompany Patience Sleeper in her
proposed visit, with which this meeting unites, he being
a member in unity with us.

Our friend Susanna Bond expressed in this meeting a
freedom to accompany Patience Sleeper in her proposed
visit, with which the meeting unites, she being a member in unity with us. The clerk is directed to furnish them with copies of the above minutes.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 23rd. of 11th. month 1822.

The friends appointed proposed Seth Smith for assistant clerk, with which the meeting unites.

The committee in Obadiah Johnson's case report that he desires to continue his right amongst friends. It is the judgment of this meeting, that a testification should go against him. Peter Williams, William Willis are appointed to write to Fairfield Meeting the result of this, and report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to visit Robert Clark report they attended thereto to a degree of satisfaction, but thought the time had not fully come for him to be joined with friends, but recommended a continuation of his case. Cephas Atkinson, Peter Williams, and Benjamin Bond are appointed to visit him, and report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to visit William Vickers, report they had an opportunity with him and are of the belief that his request is founded in sincerity and think it proper to receive him with which the meeting unites, Charles Paist and Richard Wright are appointed to write to Center Meeting on the occasion.

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended except one, they produced four copies of the Epistle (one of which was read) and the extracts of our Yearly Meeting, which were recommended to the observance of this.

Agreeably to direction of the Yearly Meeting, Charles Paist and Charles Sleeper are appointed to draw and circulate a subscription to raise funds to aid in carrying on the object of the committee on African concerns. Richard Wright, Charles Sleeper, and Jeptha Johnson are appointed to have the necessary care in suffering cases, and those who suffer are requested to forward an account thereof to the above named friends.
In appearing that the sum of 3000. dollars as directed is to be raised for the building of the Yearly Meeting house, including what has already been raised; Eber Woolman, Richard Wright, Charles Paist, Charles Sleeper, and Joshua Engle are appointed to apportion our members, and use their endeavors to collect and forward our quota thereof to the next Quarterly Meeting, and each member is requested to pay his apportionment to the above committee. John Wildman, Jackson Allen, and Elijah Anderson are appointed to judge the propriety of changing our overseers, and if they think necessary bring forward the name of one more to our next meeting.

A certificate for John W. Brevitt was received from Miami Monthly Meeting dated 7th. month 31 day, 1822, which was read and accepted.

Our friend Seth Smith expressed a freedom to accompany Patience Sleeper in her religious visit proposed at meeting, with which this meeting unites he being a member in unity, the clerk is directed to furnish him with a copy of this minute.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held 21st. of 12th. month, 1822.

The friends appointed to write to Fairfield Meeting in Obadiah Johnson's case report it is complied with.

The friends appointed to visit Robert Clark report they attended thereto, to a good degree of satisfaction, and are free his request be granted. This meeting unites therein receives him into membership. Charles Paist is appointed to inform him thereof.

The friends appointed to write Center Monthly Meeting in William Vickers case report they attended thereto.

The friends appointed to propose that Richard Wright be continued as overseer and John Wildman appointed in the room of Thomas Ellis, with which the meeting unites and appoints them thereto.

Our friend Patience Sleeper informs this meeting that she has attended to her concern of visiting the Meetings of Fairfield Quarter (except one) and most of the families belong to Fairfield Monthly Meeting, and to a
good degree of peace and satisfaction to her own mind, and returned her certificate.

Our friend Susanna Bond informed this meeting that she attended to her prospect as companion to Patience Sleeper to a good degree of satisfaction and returned her copy of minute.

A copy of a minute was received from the Quarterly Meeting of ministers and elders held --- day of --- 1822 stating that a freedom was there expressed for the appointment of Sarah Allen to the station of Elder, this meeting also united therein appoints her thereto; the clerk is directed to transmit a copy of this minute to Ceasars Creek preparative meeting of Ministers and Elders.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 18th. of 1st. month, 1823.

A certificate was received for Rockyfeller Dakin from Center Monthly Meeting dated 21st. of 12 month, 1822, which was read and accepted.

A certificate was received for John Atkinson from Center Monthly dated 21st. of 12th. month, 1822, which was read and accepted.

The 1st., 2nd., and 9th. queries were read and answers thereto agreed on to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting. Jeptha Johnson, Seth Smith, Samuel Sleeper, and John Wildman are appointed to attend therewith and report to next meeting.

A certificate was received from Fairfield Monthly Meeting against Obadiah Johnson together with a request for our further care therein. Charles Paist and Cyrus Farr are appointed to furnish him with a copy thereof and inform him of his privilege of appeal and report to next meeting.

Our friend William Willis informed this meeting that he attended to his prospect of visiting most of the meetings and families of Fairfield Meeting in company with Patience Sleeper to good satisfaction.

The preparative meeting informs that Isaac Warner
requests to be reinstated into membership with friends. Eber Woolman, William Willis, and William Beaucamp are appointed to visit him on the occasion and report to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held 15th. of 2nd. month, 1823.

The representatives to the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended except one.

The committee in Obadiah Johnsons case are continued.

The committee appointed to visit Isaac Warner report they are satisfied with the sincerity of his request, and are free to be granted. The meeting uniting therein appoints Charles Paist, and Richard Wright to write to Wilmington Monthly Meeting in the state of Delaware respecting their approbation.

A communication was received from Center Monthly Meeting stating that there was no obstruction to the reception of William Wickers, this meeting therefore receives him.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held 22nd. of 3rd. month, 1823.

The committee in Obadiah Johnsons case inform they have complied with their appointment.

The friends appointed to write to Wilmington Monthly Meeting in the state of Delaware in the case of Isaac Warner report they have complied therewith. Charles Paist and Peter Williams are appointed to inspect into the title of land on which this meeting house stands, and report to next meeting.

Our friend Patience Sleeper laid before this meeting a concern which had rested on her mind to pay a visit to Richard Blossom and Mary Crispin in company with a few friends who may be free to attend, which was united with by the meeting. Also a concern to visit the families of Thomas Little, Edward Bond, and Cephas Atkinson, which was united with; William Ellis and John Wildman are appointed to accompany her therein.
Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 19th. of 4th. month, 1823.

The 1st., 2nd., and 9th. queries were read and answers thereto agreed on to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting; Elijah Anderson, Jackson Allen, Joshua and Matthew Crispin are appointed to attend therewith, and report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to inspect into the title of the meeting house lot report they have attended thereto and find an article of agreement between Amaziah Beeson of the one part and Seth Smith and Elijah Anderson of the other part on behalf of friends, bearing date the 3rd. day of the 8th. month 1816, in which Amaziah Beeson (late proprietor) binds himself to give unto friends peaceable possession of a certain tract of land bounded as follows: VIZ. beginning at a stake in a prairie in the line of Asa Owens land and running L39 oE20 poles to 2 white oaks corner to Beeson thence with Beeson line N 24o E25 poles to a stake, thence to the beginning containing one acre and one half more to less, for the purpose of holding a meeting as long as the people called friends please to occupy it for that purpose. It is also mentioned in the last will and testament of the late Amaziah Beeson (deceased) that the lot of land containing one acre and one half, on which friends meeting house stands known by the name of Green Plain is given to friends. The title by which Amaziah Beeson held the land we believe to be indisputable.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 24th. of the 5th. month, 1823.

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended.

The committee appointed to apportion our members and collect our quota of the money for the building of the Yearly Meeting house, not having fully complied with their appointment are continued to report at next meeting.
Elijah Anderson and Susanna his wife request for their four minor children (namely) Reuben, Sesanna, Elijah and Mary Jane, to be received into membership with friends; William Willis, William Ellis, and Samuel Sleeper are appointed to unite with women friends in visiting on the occasion and report to next meeting.

Our friend Patience Sleeper informed this meeting that she has performed her visit to Richard Blockson and others to a good degree of satisfaction to her own mind. William Ellis, John Wildman also informed they attended with good satisfaction.

Our esteemed friend Patience Sleeper a minister in unity laid before this meeting a concern, which has rested for sometime on her mind, to pay a religious visit to most of the meetings belonging to Allum Creek Monthly societies, and also to pay a visit to the Indian natives at Kapuckanetta, and others, as way should open. The meeting after a time of deliberation thereon express a unity therewith, and left her at liberty to pursue her prospect as way should open.

Our friend Margaret Wildman expressed a freedom to accompany Patience Sleeper in her proposed visit, which was united with she being a member in unity; our friend Samuel Sleeper expressed a freedom to accompany Patience Sleeper, his wife, in her proposed visit, which was united in he being a member in unity. The clerk is directed to furnish them with copies of the above minutes.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 21st. of the 6th. month, '823.

The committee appointed to apportion and collect our quota of the money for building the Yearly Meeting house, not have collected all are released: Elijah Anderson and William Willis are appointed to have charge of the collection of the balance and report to next meeting, and those who have not paid are requested to pay their quota as soon as convenient. The committee appointed to unite with women friends in a visit to Elijah Anderson and
Life on their request for their children, report that they think the time not come to receive them, but recommend continuation of care. Richard Wright, William Beaucarp. Charles Paist, and Seth Smith are appointed to unite with women friends in revisiting them, and report to next meeting.

Charles Paist, Joshua Engle and John Wildman are appointed to have the care of the graveyard, judge the propriety of applications to bury, and also the manner of interments.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 19th. of the 7th. month, 1823.

The queries were all read and answers thereto agreed to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting, Jeptha Johnson, Rockefeller Dakin, Solomon Allen, and Richard Wright are appointed to attend therewith and return what may be given them in charge to our next meeting.

The committee appointed to collect the balance of the money for building the Yearly Meeting house are continued. Jeptha Johnston is appointed to collect and forward our quota of the Yearly Meeting stock, which is $1.563/4.

The committee appointed to visit Elijah Anderson and family are continued. Andrew R. Willis and Maria T. Farr informed the meeting of their intention of marriage with each other. Elijah Anderson and John Wildman are appointed to enquire into his clearness to proceed and report to next meeting, parents consent now appearing.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 23rd. of the 8th. month, 1823.

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended except one.

The friends appointed to collect the balance of the money for the building of the Yearly Meeting house report they have collected a sufficiency to discharge our quota thereof.

The friends appointed to collect and forward our quota of the yearly meeting stock informs it is accomplished.
The committee appointed to visit Elijah Anderson and family on their request not being ready to report are continued.

The friends appointed to enquire into Andrew Willis clearness report no obstruction. Andrew R. Willis and Maria T. Farr appeared and declared the continuance of their intentions of marriage with each other, and nothing appearing to obstruct, they are left at liberty to accomplish the same agreeable to our order. John Wildman and Elijah Anderson are appointed to attend the marriage and produce the certificate for record. John Wright request a certificate to Fairfield Monthly Meeting, Peter Williams and Richard Wright are appointed to provide one and produce it to next meeting if no obstruction.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 20th. of the 9th. month, 1823.

The friends appointed to attend the marriage of Andrew R. Willis report it orderly and have forwarded the certificate to the recorder.

A certificate was produced for John Wright recommending him to Fairfield Monthly Meeting, which was approved and signed.

Part of the committee appointed to visit Elijah Anderson on their request for their children report they have attended thereto to a good degree of satisfaction, and think it would be well to grant their request, this meeting uniting therein receive them into membership.

Our friend Patience Sleeper informed this meeting that she has performed her visit to Allum Creek meetings to a good degree of satisfaction, and has returned her certificate.

Our friend Patience Sleeper having a prospect of visiting her relatives in the county of Athens and having a concern to have some religious meetings amongst them and other, and to visit families as way should open, and also to have a meeting at Dryrun, after a time of deliberation thereon the meeting unites with her therein and
leaves her to pursue her prospect as way should open she being a minister in unity with us. The clerk is directed to furnish her with a copy of the above minutes.

William Willis and Joshua Engle are appointed to provide a friend to serve this meeting as clerk and one to assist him.

Jeptha Johnston requests to be released from serving as treasurer. Peter Williams, and Rockyfeller Dakin are appointed to settle with him, and propose a friend to serve in his place. Jeptha Johnston, Charles Paist, and Seth Smith are appointed to assist the recorder and report to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 18th. of the 10th. month, 1823.

The committee appointed to propose a friend for clerk and one to assist, report Charles Paist for clerk and William Vickers for assistant, the meeting uniting therewith appointed them to that service.

The committee appointed to settle with the treasurer and to propose a friend to serve in his place, report to have settled with him and also propose Joshua Engle, with this meeting unites and appointed him to that service.

The committee appointed to assist the recorder are continued.

Thomas Ellis requests a certificate for himself and Lydia his wife and four minor children (to wit) Sopha, Harriet, Ann, Emely, and Elenor to be joined to Westgrove Monthly Meeting, Indiana; Joshua Engle and Thomas Littler are appointed to join with the women friends to make the necessary enquiry and if there is nothing to obstruct to provide one and produce it to next meeting.

This meeting is informed that Joab Wright has accomplished his marriage contrary to our order, appoint Samuel Sleeper and Charles Paist to write to Fairfield Monthly Meeting in case.

Caphas Atkinson, Benjamin Bond, John Atkinson, and Elijah Anderson are appointed to attend Quarterly Meeting and return what may be given them in charge.
Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 22nd. of the 11th. month, 1823.

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended and produced nineteen copies of George Withie's address to friends in North America, and thirty copies of the London General epistle, which are directed to be distributed among friends.

A copy of the extract from our last Yearly Meeting was also received and read, and special minute from Miami Quarterly Meeting recommending the several subjects therein contained to our particular notice.

Agreeably to the direction of the Quarterly Meeting, the subject of Spiritous liquors coming before this meeting, and under the exercise thereof, it was thought best to appoint a committee to endeavor to impress it on the minds of our members the necessity of a strict adherence to our principles on this important subject; to which service the following friends are appointed—John Wildman, Charles Paist, William Ellis, Richard Wright, who are to report the result of their labors in the 7th. month.

Jeptha Johnson and Charles Paist are appointed to circulate a free subscription, for the benefit of the African descendants, and report the result of their care to our meeting in the 1st. month next.

Our friend Patience Sleeper informed this meeting that she has performed her visit proposed in the 9th month last to a good degree of satisfaction to her own mind, and returned her certificate. This meeting unites with women friends in a testification against Maria Blockson who has joined another society, Seth Smith and Cephas Atkinson are appointed to prepare one and produce it at next meeting.

The womens meeting informs that Lydia Wright has been guilty of unchaste conduct, and that they have come to the conclusion to testify against her, this meeting unites therewith, appoints Peter Williams and Joshua Engle to produce it to next meeting.
The sum of $175.00 being directed to be raised for the purpose of repairing Miami Quarterly Meeting house, and $500.00 for the Yearly Meeting house, of which sums this meeting's quota is $15.91-1/4, each of our member are requested to pay his proportion to the treasurer.

The committee appointed to assist the recorder report the service performed.

A certificate for Thomas Ellis and family was produced, which was read and signed. The friends appointed to write to Fairfield Monthly Meeting in the case of Joab Wright report they have attended thereto. Our esteemed friend Abijah Jones a minister acceptable attended this meeting. Our esteemed friend Malon Fell companion of A. Jones, also acceptably attended this meeting, the Clerk is directed to furnish them with copies of the above minutes.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 20th. of the 12th. month, 1823.

The committee appointed have produced a testification against Maria Blockson which was approved and signed.

The committee appointed have produced a testification against Lydian Wright which was proved and signed.

We are united with women friends in receiving Rebecca Hants' minor children into membership—Hetura, Patience, and Maryan.

Peter Williams, Charles Paist, Cyrus Farr, Jeptha Johnston, and Charles Sleeper are appointed to convert, revise, and record the minutes of Green Plain Monthly Meeting, and provide a book for that purpose at the expense of the meeting.

Our esteemed friend Patience Sleeper informed this meeting that a concern rested on her mind for some time past, to have several meeting, one in the town of Columbus, one with the Legislation, one with the State prisoners, and one at Samuel Culbertson Inn; and after a deliberation thereon the meeting leaves her at liberty to pursue her prospect as there may open the way, she being a minister.
in unity with us. The Clerk is directed to furnish her with a copy of these minutes.

William Willis, Samuel Sleeper and William Ellis are appointed to judge the propriety of changing Overseers; William Vickers, Cyrus Farr are appointed to correct the apportionment bill and report to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 24th. of the 1st. month, 1824.

The 1st., and., and 9th. queries were read and answers agreed to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting.

A communication was received from Wilmington Monthly Meeting (State of Delaware) exceptive of their approbation to the reception of Isaac Warner into membership amongst us, this meeting accordingly receives him.

The committee appointed to correct and revise and record the minutes are continued.

The committee proposes the names of Peter Williams and Charles Paist for Overseers of this meeting with which this meeting unites and appoints them to that service.

The committee appointed to apportion the members of this meeting report the appointment answered.

Seth Smith and Deborah Wildman informed this meeting they intend marriage with each other, having parents consent, Thomas Littler and Charles Paist are appointed to enquire into the clearness and report next meeting.

The committee appointed to open a subscription to assist the committee on African concerns, report they have raised the sum of $5.35 which is directed to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting treasurer.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 25th. of the 2nd. month, 1824.

The meeting united in the appointment of John Wildman and Samuel Sleeper to the station of elders. The Clerk is directed to forward a copy of this minute to Ceasars Creek preparative meeting.
Seth Smith and Deborah Wildman appeared in this meeting and declared they continued their intention of marriage with each other, nothing appearing to obstruct, they are left at liberty to accomplish the same agreeable to our order, Charles Paist and Samuel Sleeper are appointed to attend the marriage and see that good order is observed and produce the certificate to be recorded.

Our friend Patience Sleeper informed this meeting, that she had performed her propose visit of last month to a good degree of satisfaction to her own mind she having returned her certificate.

The committee appointed to revise, correct, and record the minutes of this meeting is continued with the addition of Richard Wright, Samuel Sleeper and John Wildman.

One of the representatives to attend Quarterly Meeting reported they all attended.

Our friend Patience Sleeper opened a concern in this meeting that rested on her mind, to have several meetings, one in Urbanna and to visit some families there, one in Springfield, and one in Charleston; After a solid deliberation thereon, the meeting sets her at liberty to pursue her prospect as truth may open the way, she being a minister in unity with us. the Clerk is directed to furnish her with a copy of this minute.

Robert Clark, John Wildman, John Atkinson, and Solomon Allen are appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting, and return what may be given them in charge.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 20th. of the 3rd. month, 1824.

The friends appointed to attend the marriage of Seth Smith and Deborah Wildman report that it was orderly conducted and produced the certificate for record.

The committee appointed to revise and record the minutes report they have attended thereto in part but it not being fully accomplished they are continued to report when ready.
Charles Sleeper requests to be released from serving as clerk. Benjamin Bond and Samuel Sleeper are appointed to propose a friend to serve in his place. Charles Sleeper is released from having the care of the graveyard.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 17th. of the 4th. month, 1824.

The 1st., 2nd., and 9th. queries were read and answers thereto agreed on to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting, Cyrus Farr, Charles Paist, William Willis, and Isaac Warner are appointed to attend therewith, and report to next meeting.

The friends appointed to forward a friend as Clerk, proposed Peter Williams, with which this meeting unites and appoints him thereto.

This meeting received a communication from Fairfield Monthly Meeting stating that Joab Wright produced an acknowledgment to the satisfaction of that meeting, with which this meeting unites and appoints Richard Wright and Elijah Anderson to prepare a certificate to join him to that meeting, and if no obstruction appear produce it to next meeting.

Our friend Patience Sleeper in a weighty manner laid before this meeting a concern, which had for some time rested on her mind, to visit the families of Miami Monthly Meeting, also such disowned persons as fall in the way, also such as have joined other societies, and appoint meetings as truth may direct, with which this meeting unites and leaves her at liberty to pursue her prospect, as truth may open the way, she being a minister in unity with us, the Clerk is directed to furnish her with a copy of the above minutes.

Rockyfeller Dakin requests a certificate to join him to Center Monthly Meeting. Jeptha Johnston and Richard Wright are appointed to prepare one, and if no obstruction appear produce it to next meeting.
Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 22nd. of the 5th. month, 1824.

William Vickers and Anna Beaucham proposes marriage with each other, Jackson Allen and Joshua Engle are appointed to make the needful inquiry and report to next meeting, consent of parents now appearing.

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting, report they all attended.

The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for Joab Sleeper expressed a freedom to accompany Patience Sleeper in her proposed visit which this meeting unites, they being members in unity with us. The Clerk is directed to furnish the friends with copies of the above minutes.

The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for Rockyfeller Dakin produced one, which was approved and signed.

William Vickers requests to be released from serving as assistant Clerk, Jeptha Johnston, and Isaac Warner are appointed to propose a friend to next meeting to serve in his place.

---

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 19th. of the 6th. month, 1824.

Patience Sleeper laid before this meeting a concern which hath rested on her mind for some time past, to attend Ohio and Baltimore Yearly Meetings, and to have meetings on her way as truth may open; Richard Wright, Charles Poist, and Jeptha Johnson are appointed to prepare a certificate suitable to the occasion and produce it to next meeting.

William Vickers and Anna Beaucham appeared at this meeting and declared they continued their intention of marriage with each other, no obstruction appearing, they are left at liberty to accomplish the same. Agreeably to discipline Joshua Engle and Jackson Allen are appointed to attend the marriage, see that good order is observed and bring the certificate for record.
The friends appointed to propose a friend to serve as assistant Clerk, proposed Cyrus Farr, with which this meeting unite and appoints him thereto. James Oren produced a certificate for himself and Margaret his wife, and their children, Joseph, John, Susanna, Elijah, and William, from Ceasars Creek Monthly Meeting, held 27th. of the 5th. month, 1824, which was read and accepted.

A communication was received from Ceasars Creek preparative meeting of Ministers and Elders, with the approbation of the select Quarter; proposing Margaret Wildman to the station of Elder, which not being fully united with by this meeting is laid aside.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 24th. of the 7th. month, 1824.

The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for Patience Sleeper, produced one which was approved and signed.

The friends appointed to attend the marriage to William Vickers and Anna Beaucham report it was orderly accomplished and produced the certificate for record.

The queries were read and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting: Richard Wright, John Wildman, Elijah Anderson, and Seth Smith are appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting, and report to next meeting.

William Willis, Richard Wright, John Wildman, and Isaac Warner are appointed to inspect into Patience Sleeper's situation in respect to the prosecution of her proposed visit, and make such provisions as is necessary, and report to next meeting.

The committee appointed on the 11th month last on the subject of spiritous liquors, report that they believe the article is very little used amongst friends.

We request the time of holding our monthly meeting altered to the first four days in each month, and the preparative meeting the fourth day preceding the monthly meeting.
Samuel Sleeper, Jackson Allen and John Wildman are appointed to consider the propriety of changing or adding Overseers, and bring forward the name of one or more if they think necessary.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 21st. of the 8th., month, 1824.

Patience Sleeper informed this meeting that she had performed her visit proposed in the 4th. month last, to a good degree of satisfaction to her own mind, and has returned her certificate, also Richard Wright and Margaret Wildman expressed their satisfaction of accompanying Patience Sleeper in her above visit, and returned their copy of the minutes.

The representatives report they all attended, and produced a copy of minute from Miami Quarterly Meeting which is as follows: Green Plain Monthly Meeting requests the time of holding their meeting to be changed to the first four days in each month and the preparative the fourth day preceding; which is united with and the meeting directed to be held accordingly. Extracts from the minutes of Miami Quarterly Meeting held the 14th. of the 8th. month, 1824, Caleb Harvey, Clerk.

The committee appointed in Patience Sleeper case report they have complied therewith as far as possible.

The friends appointed to consider the propriety of changing or adding Overseers propose Ceptha Atkinson with which this meeting unites and appoints him to that service.

William Willis requests a certificate for himself, Hannah his wife, and eight children to Caesar's Creek Monthly Meeting—Jacob, Elizabeth, Mary, Rebecca, Ellis, Enos, Hannah, John Ellis. Richard Wright and Isaac Warner are appointed to unite with women friends and make the needful enquiry and if they find nothing to obstruct prepare a certificate and produce it to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 1st. of the 9th. month, 1824.
The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for William Willis and family, produced one which with some alteration is approved and signed.

Women friends informed this meeting that they are united in the reception of Rachel Wilkins into membership agreeably to her request, with which this meeting unites and receives her.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 6th, of the 10th month, 1824.

Matthias Crispin requests a certificate in order to accomplish marriage with Sarah White a member of Caesar's Creek Monthly Meeting; Joshua Engle, and Peter Williams are appointed to prepare one, and if no obstruction appear produce it to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 3rd, of the 11th month 1824.

A certificate was produced for John Hutton, his wife Mary and their son Ephimondus from Fairfield Monthly Meeting, dated the 24th, of the 4th month, 1824, which was read and accepted.

The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for Matthias Crispin produced one, which was with some alteration approved and signed.

Elijah Anderson, Seth Smith, Charles Paist, and Jackson Allen are appointed to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting and report to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 1st, of the 12th month, 1824.

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended.

A certificate was produced to this meeting for James and Asenoth Fraim and their four minor children, Mahlon, William, Elizabeth, and John from Indian Spring Monthly Meeting, Maryland, dated the 10th month 6th day, 1824, which was read and accepted.
Also one for James Farr from the same place, same date, which was read and accepted. Also one for Isaace Farr from the same place, and same date, which was read and accepted.

Elijah C. Willis requests a certificate in order to accomplish his marriage with Rachel Wilson a member of Springborough Monthly Meeting, Charles Paist and James Owen are appointed to prepare and if no obstruction appear produce it to next meeting.

Patience Sleeper informed this meeting, that she has performed her visit proposed in 7th. month last to good satisfaction to her own mind and returned her certificate.

The friends in the neighborhood of Cephas Atkinson request the privilege of holding an indulged meeting, Samuel Sleeper, William Willis, Joshua Engle, Richard Wright, and Seth Smith are appointed to join with the women friends in paying them a visit on the occasion, and report their judgment to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 5th. of the 1st. month, 1825.

This meeting received four copies of the extracts of our last yearly meeting, one of which was read in this meeting. Agreeably to the extracts, Richard Wright, Samuel Sleeper, and Seth Smith are appointed to attend to the subject of spirituous liquors, and report to the Monthly Meeting in the 8th. month.

Timothy Kelly and Avis Sleeper propose marriage with each other, he being a member of another monthly meeting, is directed to produce a certificate suitable to the occasion to our next meeting.

Joshua Engle and Isaace Warner are appointed to open a free subscription for the people of Coulter and report to the monthly meeting in the 8th. month next. Jeptha Johnson, James Parr, Richard Wright, and Charles Paist are appointed to correct the appointment bill and report to next meeting.

The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for Elijah C. Willis produced one which with some alteration was approved and signed.
The friends appointed to visit the Atkinson neighborhood report as follows: They are free their request after the following manner; that they have privilege of holding an indulged meeting on the first and fifth days at the house of James Orem except week-day meetings on preparative and monthly meeting weeks, to rest under the care of a committee, with which this meeting unites and appoints William Willis, John Wildman, Elijah Anderson, and James Freim to attend with women friends at the opening of the above meeting on the 5th day, of the 13th of the present month, also to have the care thereof and report to next meeting.

William Willis, Samuel Sleeper, Solomon Allen, and Richard Wright, are appointed to consider the propriety of changing overseer's and bring the name of one or more to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 2nd. of the 2nd. month, 1825.

The 1st. and 9th. queries were read and written answers agreed on to be forwarded to the Quarterly Meeting. Richard Wright, Matthias Crispin, Cephas Atkinson, and Jackson Allen are appointed therewith and report to next meeting. Timothy Kelly and Avis Sleeper appeared at this meeting and informed, they continued their intentions of marriage with each other, he produced a certificate from Miami Monthly Meeting suitable to the occasion, they are therefore left at liberty to accomplish the same according to discipline. Richard Wright and John Hutton are appointed to attend the marriage, see that good order is observed, and report to next meeting, also bring the marriage certificate to be recorded.

Agreeably to request a meeting is appointed tomorrow at the usual hour for the accomplishment of the marriage of Timothy Kelly and Avis Sleeper.

The friends appointed to correct the apportionment bill produced one which was united in and given to the treasurer.
The friends appointed to attend at the opening of a meeting at James Oren's report they attended thereto to good satisfaction, they are continued to next meeting on a future meeting.

The friends appointed to consider the propriety of changing Overseers propose Japtha Johnson, and Solomon Allen. with which the meeting unites and appoints them thereto, and releases Peter Williams and Charles Paist.

The preparative meeting informs that Rebecca Bacon requests for herself and four minor children (namely) Rebecca Ann, Mary, John G., and David Bacon to be joined in membership with friends. John Wildman, William Willis and Samuel Sleeper are appointed with women friends in visiting them, and report to next meeting.

Isaac Warner, Joshua Engle, and Richard Wright are appointed to propose friends for Clerk and Assistant in the place of Peter Williams and Cyrus Farr who request to be released.

Green Elain Monthly Meeting held the 2nd. of the 3rd. month, 1825.

Moses Frazier and Elizabeth Farr informed this meeting that they intended marriage with each other, he being a member of another Monthly Meeting is desired to produce a certificate to our next meeting suitable to the occasion.

The friends Appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended, and produced a London Epistle to this meeting which was read to satisfaction.

The women's meeting informed this that Lydia Atkinson has requested to be joined in membership with friends, and they are free her request to be granted with which this meeting unites and receives her.

One of the friends appointed to attend the marriage of Thimothy Kelly and Avis Sleeper report it was orderly accomplished, and produced the certificate.

The friends appointed to propose friends for Clerk, and assistant proposed Japtha Johnson for Clerk and Richard Wright for assistant, with which this meeting unites and appoints them thereto, and releases Peter Williams and
Cyrus Farr.
Rebecca Bacon's request continued under the care of the same friends.

The friends appointed to revise and record the minutes of this meeting, informed it is done up to this date.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 6th. of the 4th. month, 1825.

Moses Frazier and Elizabeth Farr appeared in this meeting and informed they continued their intentions of marriage with each other, he produced a certificate from Dover Monthly Meeting suitable to the occasion, they are therefore left at liberty to accomplish the same according to discipline. Joshua Engle and Richard Wright are appointed to attend the marriage and see that good order be observed, and report to next meeting, also produce the marriage certificate to be recorded.

The friends appointed in Rebecca Bacon's case not being ready to report are continued another month.

Moses Frazier and Elizabeth Farr requests a meeting appointed on the 7th. day at the usual hour to accomplish their marriage, with which this meeting unites.

Igal Beason requests a certificate for himself and Margaret his wife and their three minor children (namely) Anosiah, Elijah, and Esther Beason to White River Monthly Meeting. Peter Williams and Joshua Engle are appointed to unite with women friends to prepare one, and produce it to next meeting if no obstructions appear.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting Held the 4th. of the 5th. month, 1825.

The first, second, and ninth queries were read and written answers directed to be forwarded to the ensuing quarterly Meeting, John Atkinson, Seth Smith, Richard Wright, and Elijah Anderson are appointed to attend therewith and report to next meeting.

The friends appointed to attend the marriage of Moses Frazier and Elizabeth Farr report was orderly accomplished, and produced the certificate.
The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for Iral Benson and family produced one, which was approved and signed.

Women meeting informs this, they are free to disown Elizabeth Tolman formerly Bond for uniting herself to another society, with which this meeting unites and appoints Richard Wright, and Isaac Warner to prepare a testification against her and produce it to next meeting.

The committee appointed in Rebecca Bacon's case report they had an opportunity with her and are satisfied in the sincerity of her request. This meeting being informed she was disowned by Salem Monthly Meeting, New Jersey, receives her children and appoints Richard Wright and Isaac Warner to write to that meeting in her case and report to next meeting.

The committee appointed to attend the opening of a meeting at James Oran's report they attended thereto, and are free, the meeting should be continued with which this meeting unites and continues it under the care of the same friends with the addition of John Button and Richard Wright.

The preparative informs that Hayl Baker has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline. Elijah Anderson and Jackson Allen are appointed to treat with him on the occasion and report to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 1st. of the 6th. month, 1825.

Received from Goshen Monthly Meeting held 6th. of the 4th. month 1825, a certificate for Thomas Embree and Esther his wife, which was read and accepted, also one from same place and same date for William Thorn and Rachel his wife and their eight children (namely) Thomas, Hannah, Esther, Isaac, Elijah, Elihu, Sarah and William Thorn, which was read and accepted.

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended.
The friends appointed to assist the women in Rebecca Bacon's case report they attended thereto.

One of the friends appointed in Hayl Baker's case report they attended thereto and believe him not in a suitable disposition of mind to make satisfaction. Jertha Johnson and Seth Smith are appointed to prepare a testification against him, inform him thereof, and produce it to next meeting.

Preparative meeting informs this that Alexander Morton and his wife Martha requests for themselves and three minor children (namely) John, Mary, and Joanna, to be joined in membership with friends. Peter Williams, Samuel Sleeper, and William Willis are appointed to join Women friends in a visit to them on the occasion and report to next meeting.

Our friend Patience Sleeper laid before this meeting a concern, which had rested on her mind for some time, to attend Westbranch Quarterly Meeting with which this meeting unites and leaves her at liberty to attend the same she being a Minister in unity with us.

Samuel Sleeper expressed in this meeting a willingness to accompany Patience Sleeper in her propose visit with which this meeting unites, he being a elder in unity with us.

The Clerk is directed to furnish them with copies of the above minutes.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 6th. of the 7th. month, 1825.

The friends appointed in Hayl Bakers case having not complied therewith are continued another month.

The friends appointed on the request of Alexander Morton and family report they are free, their request should be granted with which this meeting unites and receives them into membership. Joshua Engle and Peter Williams are appointed to inform them thereof and report it to next meeting.
The women's meeting unites [against Anna Allen.]
Charles Feist and John Hutton are appointed to prepare a
testification against her and produce it to next meeting.

Patience Sleeper informed this meeting that she has
performed her proposed visit to Westbranch Quarterly
meeting to good satisfaction, and returned her copy of the
minute, also her companions Elizabeth Smith and Samuel
Sleeper returned their copies of minutes.

This meeting being informed that Eber Woolman has
removed his family within the verge of Center Monthly Meet-
ing, we therefore appoint Charles Feist and William Willis
to prepare a certificate for him to that meeting, and if
no obstruction appear produce to our next meeting.

This meeting is also informed that John W. Brevitt has
removed within the verge of Baltimore Monthly Meeting, Char-
les Feist and William Willis are appointed to prepare a
certificate for him to that meeting, and if no obstructions
appear produce to next meeting.

Green Main Monthly Meeting held the 3rd. of the 8th.
month, 1825.

The Queries were read in this meeting and written
answers direct to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly
Meeting by our representatives, who are James Frame,
Richard Wright, James Wright, and James Oran.

The friends appointed in Hayl Baker's case produced
a testification against him, which was approved and signed,
John Wildman and Richard Wright are appointed to the
further service according to discipline.

The friends appointed in the case of Alexander Mort-
ton and family report they attended to that appointment.

The friends appointed to prepare a testification against
Anna Allen produced one which was approved and signed, and
returned to the women for further service.

The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for
Eber Woolman produced one which was approved and signed.
also one for John W. Brevitt which was approved and signed.
The committee on spiritous liquors report they have attended thereto, and are of the opinion that our testimony against unnecessary use of the article has not gained ground since last year.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 7th. of the 9th. month, 1825.

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended and produced a number of copies of William William's address, one of which was read was satisfactory to this meeting.

The friends appointed in Hayl Baker's case report that service performed.

Received from Silver Creek Monthly Meeting, Indiana, a certificate dated 23rd. of the 7th. month, 1825, for Thomas Lewis and Furdence his wife with their minor child Rachel, which was read and accepted.

The friends appointed to have the care of the meeting at James Oren's report they would be most easy, the meeting should be continued with which the meeting unites and continues it under the care of the same friends.

The Women's meeting informs that Elizabeth King formerly Bloxsom has accomplished her marriage contrary to discipline, it is their judgment that she should be testified against, with which this meeting unites and William Vickers and Peter Williams are appointed to prepare a testification against her and produce it to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 5th. of the 10th. month, 1825.

One of the friends appointed to prepare a testification against Elizabeth King produced one which was approved and signed, and referred to the Women for further service.

Received from Ceasars Creek Monthly Meeting a certificate for Amos Compton dated 28th. of the 7th. month, 1825 which was read and accepted.
Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 2nd. of the 11th month, 1825.

Received from Caesars Creek Monthly Meeting a certificate for Caleb Lewis and Hannah his wife, and their children (namely) Isaac, Elizabeth, Charity, John William, Eli Zimri, and Martha Lewis, dated 29th of the 7th month, 1825, which was read and accepted.

The preparative informs that Charles Bloxson has neglected the attendance of our meeting, James Oren and William Willis are appointed to treat with him on the subject and report to next meeting.

William Willis, Isaac Farr, Elijah Anderson, and Joshua Angle are appointed to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting and report to next meeting.

Jeptha Johnson, Charles Sleeper, and John Hutton are appointed to settle with the Treasurer and report to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 7th of the 12th month 1825.

One of the friends appointed to treat with Charles Bloxson, report they had an opportunity with him and he did not appear to be in a suitable disposition of mind to make satisfaction, it is therefore the judgment of this meeting that John Hutton and Peter Williams be appointed to prepare a testification against him, thereof and report to next meeting.

The representatives appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended, and produced forty copies of the epistle and ten extracts from the Yearly Meeting, one of the latter was read in this meeting and the subject therein contain referred to next meeting.

The friends appointed to settle with the Treasurer not having complied, are continued to report to next meeting.

Received from Salem Monthly Meeting, New Jersey a certificate dated the 2nd of the 11th month, 1825, which was read and accepted.
The preparative informs James Bloxson has neglected the attendance of our meeting, John Wildman, John Hutton and James Frame are appointed to treat with him on the subject and report thereon to the next meeting.

Robert Clark requests a certificate in order to accomplish marriage with Elizabeth Vencent a member of Gotion Monthly Meeting, Cophas Atkinson and Charles Paist are appointed to prepare one and if no obstruction appear produce it to next meeting.

Green plain Monthly Meeting held the 9th of the 1st month 1926.

The friends appointed to prepare a testification against Charles Bloxson produced which was with some alteration approved and signed.

William Thorn and Joshua Engle are appointed to furnish him with a copy thereof, and inform him of his right of appeal and report to next meeting.

William Willis, Charles Paist, John Wildman, and James Oren are appointed to select such parts of last Yearly Meeting extracts as concerns this Meeting and produce to next meeting.

The friends appointed to settle with the Treasurer not having complied with are continued with the addition of Charles Paist.

The friends appoint to treat with James Bloxson, report he did not appear in a suitable disposition of mind to make satisfaction, Jackson Allen, Peter Williams, and Thomas Embre are appointed to inform him of the conclusion of prepare a testification against him and produce it to next meeting, unless they see cause of forbearance.

The friends appointed to prepare a certificate for Robert Clark produced one which was read and signed.

Our friend Patience Sleeper in a Weighty manner, laid before the meeting a concern, which had for some time rested on her mind to visit the families composing this Monthly Meeting, with which this meeting unites, and she is left at liberty to pursue her concern as truth may open the way.
Elizabeth Smith expressed a willingness to accompany her on her proposed visit, which was also united with.

Cesars Creek preparative and Miami Quarterly Meeting of Ministers and Elders propose Asenath Frame to the station of elder with which this meeting unites and she is appointed to that station.

The Women's meeting informs they have come to a conclusion to disown Ann Bloxsom for nonattendance, this meeting uniting with their judgment appoints Seth Smith, Jeptha Johnson to propose a testification against her and produce it to next meeting.

The friends of the indulged meeting held at James Oren's report their meeting place removed to Robert Clark's, which is united with by this meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 1st of 2nd month, 1826.

The 1st., 2nd., and 9th. queries were read in this meeting and written answers agreed on, and directed to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting. James Frame, Joshua Engle, Jr., Elijah Anderson, and William Willis are appointed to attend therewith and report to next meeting.

The friends appointed to furnish Charles Bloxsom with a copy of a testification against him report it is complied with.

The friends appointed to select such parts of the extracts of the last Yearly Meeting as they may deem concerns this meeting report they attended to the appointment and produced the subject of Spiritous Liquors to the attention of this meeting, which resulted in the following appointment: Samuel Sleeper, James Oren, John Hutton, and Elijah Anderson to aid the Overseers in the suppression of the unnecessary use thereof, and to report to this meeting in the 8th month next.

The friends appointed to settle with the Treasurer report it is complied with and find the sum of 25s remaining in his hands.
One of the friends appointed in James Bloxsom case report their appointment not complied with they are therefore continued to next meeting.

The friends appointed to prepare a testification against Anna Bloxsom produced one which was approved and signed.

Preparative Meeting informs that Amos Compton has been training with the Militia, John Hutton, James Oren are appointed to treat with him on the subject and report to next meeting. Also informs that Robert Evans, who we are informed is a member of Cincinnati Monthly Meeting has accomplished his marriage contrary to discipline. Charles Faist and Charles Sleeper are appointed to write to the meeting on the subject and report to next meeting.

Cephas Atkinson and Jerpha Johnson requests to be released from serving as Overseers, John Hutton, James Oren, William Willis, and Joshua Engle are appointed to judge the propriety of changing Overseers, and report to next meeting.

The quota for this meeting for furnishing the Yearly Meeting house is $25.4$, which is desired to be raised, and forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 1st of the 3rd month 1826.

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended but one, for whom there was a reasonable excuse given. Fifty copies of advice was produced from the Yearly Meeting, also fifty Addresses by Elizabeth Robson. One of each was read in this meeting to a good satisfaction.

The friends appointed in James Bloxsom case are continued to report when ready.

The friends appointed in Amos Compton case report they did not find him in a suitable disposition of mind to make satisfaction, which cliaming attention of this meeting it was though best to appoint a committee to prepare a testification against him. Joshua Engle and Elijah Anderson to prepare one, inform him thereof, produce it to next meeting.
The friends appointed to write to Cincinnati Monthly Meeting in Robert Evans case report it complied with.

The friends appointed to judge the propriety of changing Overseers report they attended to the appointment, and are free to propose Joshua Engle and Cephas Atkinson, and James Frame, with which this meeting unites and appoints them to that service.

Received from Fairfield Monthly Meeting a certificate dated 31st. of the 12th. month, 1825, for Seth Williams and his wife Ketturah and their two children, Samuel and Lois, which was read and accepted.

Joshua Engle requests to be relieved from being Treasurer, Richard Wright and James Farr are appointed to elect a suitable friend for Treasurer and report to next meeting.

This meeting appoints the last fourth day preceding the Monthly Meeting before each quarter in the afternoon for the Ministers and Elders of this meeting to meet at the meeting house and hold a preparative meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 5th. of the 4th. month, 1826.

The friends appointed to prepare a testification against Amos Compton produced one which was read and approved and signed. John Hotton and William Willis are appointed to further service according to discipline.

The friends appointed to propose a suitable friend for Treasurer propose Elijah Anderson, with which this meeting unites and he is appointed thereto.

Isabel Beeson requests a certificate for herself and five minor children, (Namely) Zenis, Lydia, Allen, Susanna, and Julia Beeson, to remove their rights of membership to Springfield Monthly Meeting, Indiana. James Farr and Joshua Engle are appointed to unite with women friends in making the needful inquiry and if no obstructions appear produce one to next meeting.

Amaziah Beeson requests a certificate to remove his right of membership to Springfield Monthly Meeting, Indiana.
James Farr and Joshua Engle are appointed to prepare one if no obstructions appear and produce it to next meeting.

Joptha Johnson requests to be released from serving as Clerk, also Richard Wright from serving as assistant. Samuel Sleeper, John Hutton, and William Willis are appointed to select suitable friends to serve in their place and report to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 3rd of the 5th month 1826.

The friends appointed in Amos Compton case report it complied with.

The friends appointed in Amasiah Beeson case produced a certificate which was read, approved and signed.

The friends appointed to select suitable friends for Clerk and Assistant report Richard Wright for Clerk, and Isaac Farr for assistant, with which this meeting unites and they are appointed thereto.

The committee appointed to have the oversight of an indulged meeting in the Atkinson settlement report that their judgment was that it be continued, with which this meeting unites.

The friends appointed in the James Bloxsom case produced a testification, which was approved and signed. Benjamin Bond, Solomon Allen are appointed to the further service according to discipline.

The first, second, and ninth queries were read in this meeting and the following answers agreed on to be forwarded to the ensuing Quarterly Meeting by our representatives, who are James Farr, William Willis, Samuel Sleeper, and Richard Wright, who are to report to next meeting.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 5th of the 11th month, 1828.

The present Clerk having manifested an unwillingness to serve the meeting, Richard Wright is appointed in his place and he is now released.
The books and paper belonging to the meeting requested of the former he refused to give them up.

James Anderson, Peter Williams, Isaac Warner, Alexander Morton, and James Frame are appointed to confer with our opposing friends in order to endeavor to make an equitable distribution of property belonging to friends of this place to prevent future disturbance in our meetings.

Richard Wright, James Frame, Peter Williams, and James Farr are appointed to select a friend to serve this meeting as Clerk and one to assist him, also two to serve as Overseers and report to next meeting.

Richard Wright, William Willis, Isaac Warner and Seth Smith are appointed to attend the ensuing Quarterly Meeting and report to next meeting.

James Farr is appointed to have the care of the Meeting house the ensuing year. Seth Smith is appointed to record marriage certificates, also Births, and Burials in the place of Charles Sleeper, who is now released.

James Frame, William Thorn, and Isaac Warner are appointed to have the care of our Grave Yard in the place of former committee, which is now released.

James Anderson, is appointed Treasurer of this meeting in the place of Elijah Anderson who is now released.

Green Plain Monthly Meeting held the 3rd. of the 12th. month, 1828.

One friend on behalf of the committee appointed to confer with our opposing friends reported not complied with they are continued to report when ready.

The committee appointed to the occasion proposed Richard Wright as Clerk, and Seth Smith assistant which was united with by this meeting and they are accordingly appointed, the committee also proposed William Thorn and James Frame as Overseers which was united with and they are accordingly appointed to that service.

The friends appointed to attend the Quarterly Meeting report they all attended, and produced a number of copies of our Yearly Meeting's minutes and Epistles, one of each
was read to satisfaction, and the balance distributed among members.

A communication was received from Goshen Monthly Meeting, informing they had treated with Richard Baker in our behalf, and that he did not incline to make satisfaction, it is therefore the judgment of this meeting, that Richard Wright and James Farr be appointed to prepare a testimony against him, inform him thereof, and produce it to next or a future meeting.

Our esteemed friend Elisha Dawson attended this meeting and produced a certificate from North West Fork Monthly Meeting dated 13th of the 2nd month, 1828, endorsed by the Southern Quarterly Meeting held at Little Creek the 27th of the 2nd month, 1828, the Clerk is directed to furnish him with a copy of the above minutes.

Information was received that Paul Pennington requests his right of membership removed to Center Monthly Meeting. William Willis and James Anderson are appointed to make the necessary enquiry and if no obstruction appears prepare a certificate for him and produce it to next meeting.

Part of the committee appointed by our late Yearly Meeting to visit the subordinate meetings acceptable attended this.

Richard Wright, James Anderson, and Seth Smith are appointed to select such of our extracts as claim the attention of this meeting and report to next meeting. Then Concluded.

From Clair Monthly Meeting held the 7th of the 1st month, 1829.

The committee in Richard Baker's case not being ready to report is continued.

The committee appointed on the occasion produced a certificate for Paul Pennington but some objection appearing it is left under the care of the same friends to examine into the grounds of it and report to next meeting.

That part of our extracts respecting the appointment of Elders claiming the attention of this meeting, it was thought best to appoint a committee to unite with women
friends to take the subject under consideration and if way opens with clearness select a suitable number of friends to fill those places and report to next meeting. The following named friends are appointed to that service, Isaac Warner, Seth Smith, Richard Wright, James Farr, and Peter Williams.

Part of our committee appointed by our last Yearly Meeting to visit the subordinate meetings accepted attended this.

Elijah Willis having removed out of the verge of this meeting left an acknowledgment which being produced and read was accepted.

William Willis and Isaac Warner are appointed to open subscription for the Yearly Meeting stock and report their progress in the 8th month next.

Richard Wright, James Farr, and Isaac Warner are appointed to hold in trust the lot of ground on which this meeting house stands, with all the appurtenances thereunto belonging for the use of the Society of Friends agreeable to the last will and testament of Amaziah Beeson deceased.